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The Dean Team is a non-profit organisation dedicated to serving the Ummah

WHAT’S THE DEEN TEAM ALL ABOUT?
Tarbiya- Youth Development
WHICH MEANS?
Character Building
Spirituality Coaching
Skills Development
HOW DO WE DO IT?
THE DYNAMIC TEAM OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SERVICES:
FOR TEENAGERS
Regular Youth Camps
Inter Masjid Soccer Tournament
Masjid Programs in outlining towns
School Visits
Promotion of Sunnah Sports
Insightful excursions
Ongoing support and mentorship
There’s actually always something new
FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Annual Orientation Program for the freshman
We Regularly conduct the Jumma program on
university campuses
Weekly Halaqas
Ongoing support and mentorship
FOR EVERYONE
An interactive and lively website
An annual Legends of Islam Youth Program
Strong social media presence
Inspirational audios, videos and posters

PULL IN TO SAY SALAAM @ The Deen Team
First Floor - 35 Greenhill Road Emmarentia
Johannesburg 2195
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Bismihi Ta’alla
We are grateful to the Almighty that The Deen Team has now completed
4 years of service in the field of Islamic youth development (Tarbiyah).
Our deepest of gratitude and sincerest of duas are for our selfless
volunteers, generous donors and well-wishing advisors (Ulama) who
support our efforts.
It is with great humility that we present to you an overview of activities for
this year (1 July 2019- 30 June 2020) :
Those features from previous years that have proven to be fruitful have
been repeated and we have also added on some fresh concepts.

FOR TEENS: (BOYS 13 - 19 YEARS OLD)

8

CAMP

8

FAJR FIRST

Potchefstroom 25 – 28 September 2019
30 teenage boys from different backgrounds joined us for 4 days. Lots of
stimulating activities were offered but
more importantly the camp focused on
high quality spiritual programs. We also
had an experienced cook teach the youth
how to make Potjiekos with the hope of
them becoming more helpful at home.

This was an innovative initiative designed to encourage youth to be regular
with performance of Salaah in the Masjid. Monitors were appointed to mark
a daily register after Fajr at 7 Masajid over a 40-day period.
We incentivize teenagers to participate by offering shopping vouchers and
even 1 fully paid Umrah package.
97 youngsters signed up of which 82 successfully achieved 100% attendance.
All participants and parents were invited to an awards and prize giving
event in Johannesburg. It gave us great pleasure that Mufti Zubair Bayat of
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Durban attended as the guest of honour. Mufti Zubair delivered an inspiring
talk and handed out the prizes to each participant.
Fajr First featured on Radio Islam, Salaamedia, Lenasia Times and UK based
Islamic Media outlet called Ilm Feed.
With the grace of the almighty we received very promising feedback from
Imaams, parents and participants themselves.

8

7TH ANNUAL LEGENDS OF ISLAM NEW YEAR’S EVE
YOUTH PROGRAM

This annual New Year’s Eve Program was hosted in collaboration with
Muslim Youth Centre of Ext 13 Lenasia. The annual new year’s eve Program
took place at Masjidus Saliheen and featured 5 times world kung fu
champion Muhammed Junaid Chafeker. He educated the youth about the
history of islam in China and did a captivating Kung Fu demonstration.
We also had the collective recitation of Surah Rahmaan with translation
and served a late-night meal.
About 100 youth attended and most spent the night in the masjid.
(New year’s eve)

8

STANGER OUTREACH

In November 2019 a team of 5 brothers from The Deen Team accepted an
invite from a Stanger based organisation to conduct a series of youth
programs in their area. We arrived on the Thursday night, conducted the
Jummah Program at Masjid Noor, hosted a special program for teenage
girls in Stanger on Friday afternoon, Friday Night youth program near
St. Lucia in the Zulu Land and finally
the main a day long youth program
at Zakaria Muslim School in Stanger.
The format of our programs are
very different to your conventional
programs. We make an effort to
make our line ups exciting, engaging,
informative and spiritually uplifting.
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8

LAUNCH OF DEEN TEAM
BROTHERHOOD

Since inception we have been hosting youth tarbiyyah Adventure camps
during the school holidays. We found that the teens who participate in our
camps have to wait a full school term for the next camp. In order to keep
them inspired and to maintain a high level of spiritual growth we had to
figure out a way to shorten the gap period.
So to supplement our 4 day tarbiyyah adventure camps we launched
“Brotherhood”. A membership program that entitles members to 5 weekend
overnight youth camps in the middle of the school term at Camp Qurtuba in
Linbro Park.Each camp’s features and themes are linked to the next and
focus on development. Members get to choose to be trained in archery,
wrestling and horse riding.
We also introduced members to a
concept called “Imaan Booster Circles”
where each person is given the
opportunity to speak about the
greatness of Allah. The purpose is to
strengthen faith and remove doubts.
The first of these overnight camps
was hosted in February 2020 but the
remainder of the 4 camps didn’t
materialise due to Covid 19 restrictions.

8

WELTIES YOUTH GRILL AND CHILL

The Weltevredenpark Musallah in the West of JHB hosted The Deen Team
for a youth program in August 2019. We delivered a motivational talk and
gave the youth a braai, because there’s no better way to win the heart than
through the stomach.

8

AL FAROUK ANNUAL SAHABAH JALSA

Al Farouk Institute roles out Sahabah Jalsas nationally on an annual basis. The life of
Hassan Radhiallahu Anhu was this year’s theme. This blessed legacy has so much to offer
for youth as he will be one of the leaders of the youth of Jannah. We took the opportunity
to address high school kids at the morning assembly on this topic.
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Over a period of one week in March we visited Bilaal Combined School in Lenasia South,
Lenasia Muslim School, Auckland Park Academy of Excellence and Al Suffah School.

FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS:

8

QURBAANI WORKSHOP

The build-up towards Qurbaani 2019 created the ideal opportunity for us to host a special
workshop on Qurbaani for university students. We hosted one at the University of
Johannesburg and one at Wits University.
These programs were done as a collaboration with SANHA.

8

3RD ANNUAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

At the beginning of each academic year The Deen Team hosts an orientation program to
mentally and spiritually prepare students for the journey ahead.
The main target audience are the freshman. This year our speakers included Moulana Ebrahim Bham, Mufti Yusuf Moosagie, Moulana Suhail Wadee, Hafiz Shaakir Bhyat
and Shakeel Garda. On the menu was popcorn, pizzas and Milkshake. The program for
both males and females took place at Wits University Musalla. The goals of this event
was to reduce the dropout rate, encourage excellence and reinforce the muslim identity
(MAP-Muslim and Proud)

8

WEEKLY EDUCATIONAL CIRCLES

In an effort to be impactful we currently host 3 weekly Halaqas on the Univesity
Campuses:

8
8
8

On Mondays Moulana Taariq Tarenzo hosts “Messegers from the Quraan” at Wits
On Tuesdays Hafidh Shaakir Bhyat hosts “Journey through the seerah” at UJ
On Thursdays Moulana Yusuf Esopjee hosts a tafseer program at Wits

Unfortunately, all the above programs are on hold due to Covid 19 restrictions.

ONLINE CAMPAIGNS AND ONLINE PROGRAMS:

8

A MUSLIM BOY’S PLEDGE TO WOMEN

September is women’s month and we made our contribution. In September 2019 we
created a Pledge for all Muslim boys to make to all females. The pledge focused on the
quraanic and prophetic teachings related to the respect of women. It was well received
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and circulated widely on social media. This was to supplement the efforts of those who
are trying to reduce gender-based violence against.

8

MSA TUKKIES COLLABORATION

Each day during the 21-day national lockdown The Deen Team in collaboration with MSA
Tukkies (Pretoria) released a hadith poster that was meant to keep people in a positive
frame of mind.

8

ULTRA MUSIC FESTIVAL AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

Ultra is perhaps the largest and worst music event in Africa. The organisers do a very
intensive and appealing marketing campaign and we take up the challenge annually to
counter that. This year we released a video highlighting the virtues of abstinence that are
mentioned in the Quraan, prepared content on the topic for Ulama to use in their Jummah
Lectures and released a public letter to alert parents.

8

PORNOGRAPHY AWARENESS VIDEO

Over the years we have put effort into researching and addressing this pressing subject of
pornography. Finally, in June 2020 we compiled all our findings into a well-produced and
captivating video that we circulated across all major social media sites reaching the youth
who are our target audience. The video was titled “4 Reasons Why No Jannati Should Ever
Be Watching Pornography”

COVID 19 WASN’T AN
OBSTACLE, IT CREATED
OPPORTUNITY!
Much of what we planned for the 2020 had to
be put on hold but we diverted our energy to
the online space and hosted the following
online events:

8 Qira’ah Program on
Instagram Live with
world class reciters
8 Qari Ismaeel Londt
(Cape Town)
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8 Qari Zaheer Zardad (Jeddah)
8 Qari Muhammed Umar Basheikh (JHB)

8

15TH SHABAAN LECTURE PROGRAM WITH
MOULANA RIDWAN KAJEE

This lecture was transmitted over the Bilaal receivers in Stanger and Northcliff but the
primary platform used was Youtube live. With the permission of the almighty 4.4k people
tuned in on YouTube alone.

8

NEED FOR NASHEED

Nasheed program on YouTube Live that featured accomplished Nasheed reciter from the
UK Moulana Imtiyaaz Seedat, Hafidh Shukri Frydi of Cape Town and Qari Yaeesh Ali of
Sandton. These recordings remain available on Youtube and on our website so that people
can access it on their convenience.

8

INSTAGRAM LIVE WITH MOULANA SULAIMAN MOOLA

Moulana Sulaiman Moola is a very accomplished person in the field of Islamic knowledge
and an extremely skilled orator. With these two factors on his side he has inspired many
around the world. We hosted Moulana for an informal session on Instagram live where
people were given the opportunity to join in and have an informal chat with him.

8

“LIVE WIRE” ON CII RADIO

Islamic Radio peeks during Ramadhan and we took advantage of that. The Deen Team’s
Hafidh Shaakir Bhyat hosted a daily iftaar time program on CII Radio during Ramadhaan.
Features included an explanation of the 99 names of Allah, advises on Spirituality,
a motoring segment, live Kung Fu lessons and even a slot focusing on lighthearted news
items.

GENERAL UPDATES:

8

GREENSIDE OFFICE

In July 2019 we finally secured office space at a superb location in Greenside. The office
space gives us a prominent presence, creates a more conducive work environment and
allows for us to more frequently meet with volunteers and youth.
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8

PANAMA DELEGATION

A group of business people and Ulama
from Panama who are aspiring to establish
organisations in Panama for the benefit
of their community visited The Deen Team
amongst other South African organisations.
The purpose was to gain an understanding
of our organisation and establish the same
in Panama. Included in the delegation was
the son of the late Hafiz Patel RA of
Dewsbury Marqaz.
Al Ihsaan Trust of Zambia had also
contacted us for the very same purpose.

8

VOLUNTEER’S PROGRAM

Over the years we have been assisted by many different people for specific projects,
over this period we were able to identify who the committed and suitable people are.
In January 2020 we launched a structured volunteering program with 7 of our volunteers.
The agreement entails that The Deen Team will provide training and a stipend to the
volunteers for the services rendered. The volunteers will in turn assist in the operations of
the organisation. Our team of dynamic volunteers is made up of School Teachers, Hufaaz,
university students, young ulama and Islamic radio presenters.
With the assistance of the almighty this arrangement is going very well.

8

TEAM TRAINING AND UPSKILLING:

4 years back The Deen Team’s Hafidh Shaakir Bhyat was sent to do a basic counselling
course at Islamic Careline, a year later that was followed by a self-awareness course
conducted by two councillors from Lifeline and now in June 2020 Hafidh Shaakir
completed a Life Coaching and NLP Practitioners course. This is all part of us trying to
keep our team competent and effective in the field of youth development (Tarbiya)

8

APPOINTMENT OF ACCOUNTS PERSON

In June 2019 we employed a sister to work remotely on a part time bases.
Her responsibilities include management of everything related to invoicing, accounts and
compliance in both The Deen Team and TDT Advertising. She has been an active volunteer
since our inception.
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Updates on TDT Advertising Company
(Waqf for income generation towards The Deen Team):
8

The outdoor advertising screen continues to operate without challenges on Church
Street in Mayfair

8
8

TDT Advertising is now a registered company
The loan that was taken from An Nahal to purchase the outdoor advertising
screen in May 2018, with the mercy of the almighty it has successful been
repaid in May 2020.

As from July 2020, after each month’s overheads are settled the surplus will be spent in
following manner: 70% wil be donated to The Deen Team and 30% will be reinvested to
ensure perpetually.

NOTHING IS POSSIBLE EXCEPT THAT WHICH OUR MOST
POWERFUL CREATOR HAS DECREED.
IT IS YOU THE DONOR, THE VOLUNTEER, THE ADVISOR
AND SUPPORTER WHO ARE PLAYING A VALUABLE ROLE
MAY ALL YOUR EFFORT BE REWARDED IN FULL.
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Summary of financials for TDT Advertising Company (Waqf)
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Summary of financials for The Deen Team
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Impressions on The Deen Team
The world of today is an expression of the youth of yesterday and the world of tomorrow will also be
an expression of the youth of today.
The youth are mines like the mines of gold and silver. A miner who detects gold focuses on the gold
hidden in the ground. The miner overlooks the hard land and rocks and digs deep into the ground with
his sophisticated instruments until he reaches the gold. The apparent hard, rocky land has value
because of the gold in it.
Alhamdulillah, it is pleasing to note that the Deen Team has identified working among the youth as a
gold field of the Ummah and mine into the depth of our youth with their sophisticated and talented
youth skills. They overlook and tolerate the apparent negative and eyesore conditions of the lost youth
of today and dig deep in their minds and souls and extract the golden potential within them and
eventually transform them into admirable assets for the Ummah.
It is my heartfelt Du’aa that Allah accepts all the efforts of the Deen Team in our youth and make them
valuable assets for the Ummah and a priceless investment for the Akhirah.
Mufti Ebrahim Desai
Head of Darul Iftaa Mahmudiyyah Sherwood and www.askimaam.org

Although during the past years, projects similar to this one has been in operation, The Deen Team has
taken it further by an extra mile by realising that the youth are vulnerable and open to moral and religious attacks. As much as they are easily influenced by the modern-day attractions and distractions,
any effort in that direction to guard them will be highly commendable. The selfless service of The Deen
Team and its volunteers cannot be underestimated and will therefore, bear it’s dividends in time.
Whilst a host of people have become self-centred, The Deen Team is focusing on the potential
members of the Ummah. It is no doubt that moulding the youth and giving them proper Islamic
orientation demands great sacrifice, but let them know, that this was one of the prime efforts of
the Prophet x for reforming them is reforming a nation.
Most of the activities seem to be in line with the Shar’i ethos, which is the only effective way of
promoting the Islamic Culture within the unislamic environment. This is why, it is noticed that more and
more audience are inclining towards this form of Da’wah. Not all are always available in the Masaajid
and Madaaris. Therefore, The Deen Team endeavours to reach them wherever they are, by showering
upon them the essence of Islam like scattered clouds.
I conclude my comments with a Hadith of the Prophet of Islam x,
“Congratulations to those who are creating reform amongst the people, whilst others have created
disorder amongst them.”
Mufti Ismail Abdur-Rahim

Principal and head lecturer at Jameah Mahmoodiyah Springs and Madrasah Mueinul Islam Zakaria Park.
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PUT YOUR COMPANY ON THE MAP
Get Your Brand Noticed With Outdoor Digital Advertising
LOCATION: Corner Church and Central Road (Albertina Sisulu), Mayfair, Johannesburg

 11 square meter advertising screen  Packed with 172,845 pixels
 At an unmissable busy location
per month

per month

per month

R950

R1950

R3500

BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

package

package

10 second slot

10 second slot

package

10 second slot

per month

R5000

per month

R8000

PLATINUM PLATINUM

Plus

package

package

10 second slot

10 second slot

Exposure:
Exposure:
Exposure:
Exposure:
Exposure:
5 times an hour
25 times an hour
50 times an hour
10 times an hour
18 times an hour
120 times a day
600 times a day
1200 times a day
240 times a day
432 times a day
3600 times a month 7200 times a month 12960 times a month 18000 times a month 36000 times a month

The Deen Team
Al Barakah Fordsburg
ACC No: 786 001 802 52
Branch Code: 800 000
082 872 0789

www.thedeenteam.org

info@thedeenteam.org

